
Mid-way between a springboard and a mini-trampoline, the Trampo-tremp 
has been developed specially for all learning and working skills of vaulting 
exercises. It allows the gymnasts to work repeatedly and comfortably the vault 
bases to then be able to use a classical springboard.

This item has dimensions close to a standard springboard (length/ width) and 
brings a similar bounce than the mini-trampoline, while keeping an optimum 
pre-impetus path.

IIt is ideal for learning the moon vault to the youngest. For the most qualified 
gymnasts, it is essential to provide a significant dynamism in order to succeed 
in doing the Tsukahara, the Yurchenko, the twisted moon or the salto moon.

This product can be used with a foam vaulting table Ref. 3472 or a vault «push 
off» pad on pedestral base (Ref. 3495 + Ref. 3418) in order to realize useful lear-
ning sessions for gymnasts to make effective progress.

       TRAMPO-TREMP REF. 5090

www.gymnova.com



- Dimensions = 120 x 98 cm. 

- Easily transportable with integrated moving 
wheels. 

- Three different positions : 26, 30 and 34 cm.

- The «push off» bed is in SPORTEX PVC (dim. = 
47 x 74 cm) with central cross marking.

- The peripheral protective pads are 3 cm 
thick and have a phthalate-free 1,000 denier 
PVC cover with class M2 fire rating.

- Overall tension is provided by 34 springs.

- Epoxy paint finish.

- Weight = 27 kg.

Ref. 5091 : SPORTEX PVC bed spare part
Ref. 5092 : Complete protection pad
Ref. 5093 : Set of 34 springs
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34 galvanized springs

Transport wheels

Height adjustable foot
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